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Map of Efforts
The topography of imbalances in the body as they appear in the feet 

The map of efforts is a comprehensive representation of 
the imbalances your client is dealing with, as they appear 
in his feet. To make it useful and address what is most
relevant for the client, you need a description of what he
is currently experiencing in his body.

map 
of effots
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Patterns of imbalance
Experienced in the body

Observed in the feet

Complete 
map of
efforts

Determine
how and where 

to work

Client's
description



map of efforts

Description of the client’s condition
The client’s description of what bothers him physically, which enables you to 
decide where you will focus your work

Feet show us where imbalances exist in the body. A 
client’s description of his condition – the where, what 
and how of what he feels and senses – is combined 
with the map of efforts to confirm what you see in the 
feet. It will help you focus on what is most relevant for 
each client, and help the client focus more precisely on 
his physical experience – all of which will improve the 
results of your work.

description of
the client’s 

condition

When asking your client about his physical experience, you want to find out:

   the location in his body

   how it feels, in his own words
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1.  Location: What your clients describe will fall into two basic types of 
     experience:

     a. Local – specific to one area of the body.

 For example: a painful knee, a weak lower back, migraine, etc.
.
     b. General – an overall experience, often involving the whole body.

 For example: feeling tense, worried, anxious, unable to rest or sleep, etc.

2.  How it feels: A good description is a concrete, direct expression of physical 
     perceptions, and includes details about the duration, intensity and 
     frequency of a condition.
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numb

hot

stiff

worse 
at night 

lower belly,
 more on 
the left

base of
 the neck

every morning 
when I wake up

between
 the ribs 

on the right

right after I eat

overwhelming 
fatigue

general feeling 
of anxiety

jaw, especially 
the right side burning

left
eye

cold

weak

sharp

shooting

constant

heavy

rigid

lasts all day
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Ask your client about his physical condition while you are mapping his feet.

   Don’t rely on a medical name or diagnosis. Invite your client to describe 
   his own experience.

   Get the specific location in the body.

   Ask for details about the duration, intensity and frequency of a condition. 

Check all of this information against what you see and feel in the feet. Try to 
connect what the client says with the signs of imbalance you detect.

Ask your client to choose the two most prominent or distressing conditions 
(local, general or one of each). It is not necessary to have a second condition; 
more than two will disperse your client’s attention and decrease the 
effectiveness of your work. 

 

 

 

 

HOW-TO
Description of the client’s condition l3

Throughout your work with the client, this description will give you a way to 
monitor developments in the rebalancing process, so you can adapt each 
session accordingly.

Note: You may find it useful to write down the main points of what your client 
describes.



 

Two local conditions

1. Location of condition: Low back

    Description: Pain, more on the left.
    The pain started about a year ago 
    and was on the right side. It ended
    and now started again but on the
    left side.

2. Location of condition: Neck and 
    shoulders

    Description: Tension in the areas 
    of upper back-shoulders and neck. 
    A bit more on the left side.

3. Location of condition: Upper belly

    Description: Occasional tension with 

    general feeling of pressure and stress.     

        
                   Conditions to focus on:    
              
      `      1. Low back pain

                    2. Tension in the neck 
                and shoulders    
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Example
Condition Description forml3
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TRAININGmap of efforts

l3 Description of the client’s condition

Goal

Basic requirements

Time

Practice mapping the feet while asking your client questions to obtain a 
description of his condition. 

  a client or practice partner

  a blank foot outline (optional)

  a blank Condition Description form (optional)

  How-to: Description of the client’s condition (p. 07)  

  

  Observe, move and touch the feet to find imbalances and ask your client      
  about his physical experiences. Try to get locations of specific conditions    
  and general experiences.

  Write a short description of the client’s experiences and mark the areas     
  on the body diagram on the Condition Description form. (optional)

  Notice:

    How many of the signs observed in the feet correlate to the client’s 
    experience? 

    Do some signs of imbalance appear on an area in the feet below or 
    above the area the client described?

    Did you find signs of imbalance on the feet in areas that the client did    
    not tell you anything about?

  With your client, choose two prominent experiences to focus on. Make
  sure you have enough details about them and double-check how they 
  appear in the feet.  

Instructions

30 minutes

          Continue working with the same client/practice partner for the training  
       exercices in Body Attention (p. 25-27), focusing on the 2 conditions
       you chose in this exercice.

Tip:



Forms of Touch
The language of touching the feet, including moving them and applying 
pressure, in order to focus the body’s attention on the corresponding areas

The individual forms of touch are ultimately shaped into 
a language that allows you to communicate body-to-body 
with your client. Whether your client describes a local or 
general condition, you’ll choose the combination of forms
of touch that will most effectively release excess effort or
energize deficiencies, rebalancing the body and yielding 
the best results for your client.

forms
of touch
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  The forms of touch allow the client to learn directly through  
   his body.

   The body is one: any movement in the feet also happens in      
   the rest of the body.

   When you touch feet, your intention is to enable the body to    
   perceive its state and condition – how it is held and felt.

Remember



forms of touch  
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HOW-TO
Forms of touchL3

Focuses on the lower back, pelvis and legs.

Flexing tendons– Achilles  

 Press the ball of the foot toward the client’s  
 body with the heel of your external hand   
 (right hand-left foot, etc.).

 Slightly stretch the Achilles tendon.

         Hold the tendon between the thumb and   
         fingers with the other hand.

 Apply moderate pressure to the tendon.

 Use circular or side-to-side movements. 

Note: In the specific descriptions for each form of touch, the “external” hand
is the hand that naturally touches the external side of the client’s foot; the 
“internal” hand is the hand that naturally touches the internal side of the 
client’s foot.

Focuses on the belly, mid-back and lower back.

Flexing tendons – arch

 With your external hand (right hand-left   
 foot, etc.), press the ball of the foot and   
 toes toward the client. 

 Expose and slightly stretch the tendon in   
 the arch.

 While supporting this position, use the   
 thumb of your other hand to apply 
 pressure on or alongside the tendon.

 Make circular or side-to-side movements.

 Cover the entire length of the tendon.

http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-3/#907
http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-3/#995
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Focuses on the trunk of the body, from shoulders to pelvis, and the 
arms.

HOW-TO
Forms of touch

Flexing tendons – top of the foot 

Wrap your hands around the inner edge of 
the foot (instep), thumbs on the sole of the 
foot and fingers on the top.  

Move your hands in opposite directions, 
alternating back and forth to create a 
twisting movement along the instep. 

Use two different options:

   Keep both hands close together while 
   moving along the instep, twisting with      
   short movements.

   Keep one hand in place while the other           
   twists and moves along the instep, 
   creating long movements.

Move up and down along the instep or focus 
on specific areas. Make sure not to slide on 
the skin, but really twist the foot. 

L3

Focuses on the spine and the whole trunk.

Twisting the instep

Stretch the tendon on top of the foot.  
 
Touch each tendon with the fingers of your 
other hand, while pressing the ball of the
foot with your thumb to give support.  

Press the tendon with one or more of your 
fingers using a back-and-forth or up-and-
down movement.  

http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-3/#1119
http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-3/#1232
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HOW-TO
Forms of touchL3

Focuses on the head and neck area.

General touch on the toes

  Touch the toes from all directions.

  Cover the whole surface of each toe with    
  several fingers. 

  Press with circular movements.

  Progress from the base of the toe all the   
  way to the tip of the toe above the nail.

forms of touch

Feet are very strong and can take a lot of pressure, so don’t be 
afraid to touch deeply.

Remember

http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-3/#1399
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Categorizing forms of touch

It is helpful to consider different ways to group all the forms of touch:

Forms of touch by location

Toes Ball of  the  foot Arch

Moving the
 

big toe
Side to side Flexing tendons  

- arch

Moving the Opening and closing
 the ball of the foot

General touch on
 the arch

 

Everywhere

Locking on a 

point

Working on a 

point

Following

 breathing 

with the toes

Flexing tendons –

 

 top of the foot

Following

 breathing – ball 

 
of the foot/arch

General touch

 
 on the toes

Following breathing 

with a fist
Twisting the

 
instep

General touch on 

 

the ball of the foot

Following breathing – 
ball of the foot/arch

Ankle/heel

Shaking the
 

ankle

Moving the 

ankle

Flexing tendons 

– Achilles

Holding the legs 

from the ankles

General touch 

on the

 

heel/ankle

Twisting the 

instep

Twisting the instep

toes

Note that four forms of touch (Following breathing - ball of the foot/arch, 
Twisting the instep, Locking on a point and Working on a point) affect more 
than one area.          



forms of touch

Holding the legs from the ankles Locking on a point

Moving the ankle Working on a point  

Moving the big toe General touch on the toes

Moving the toes General touch on the ball of the foot

Following breathing with the toes General touch on the arch

Side to side General touch on the heel/ankle

Shaking the ankle Flexing tendons – top of the foot

Following breathing with a fist Flexing tendons – arch

Opening and closing the ball of the foot Flexing tendons – Achilles

Following breathing – ball of the foot/arch 

Twisting the instep 
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Forms of touch by type

Forms of touch can be divided into two types: movement and pressure. 

     Movement impacts a relatively large area and promotes relaxation and the    
     dropping of unnecessary efforts. 

     Pressure focuses on specific points and impacts relatively small areas of 
     imbalance, including contracted muscles, painful and sensitive points and    
     empty spots.

          All forms of touch can also be used to map the feet, except: 
      Holding the legs from the ankles and the three ways of Following  
      breathing.

Tip:

Movement Pressure
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TRAINING
How far can you go?L3

Goal

Basic requirements

Instructions

Train in moving a foot to its natural limit in such a way that the body
receives what it needs to rebalance itself.

  a client or practice partner

  How-to: Forms of touch (p. 11-13)

  Twisting the instep

  a. Twist the foot, slowly and unless you find resistance or pain, go to   
       the limit of the movement. If there’s pain or discomfort along the  
       way, stop there. 

  b. Twist the foot in the other direction as in step a.

  c. Continue twisting the instep while moving to different areas from the    
      ankle to just below the toes, finding the limits of themovement in 
      each place and direction of the twist. If there is pain or discomfort,          
      don’t twist any further.

  d. Change speeds and movement sizes to feel all the possibilities. 



forms of touch  
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TRAINING
How deep can you go?L3

Goal

Basic requirements

Instructions

Practice using the most effective amount of pressure and depth for each 
client when flexing tendons.

  a client or practice partner

  How-to: Forms of touch (p. 11-13)

a. Choose one of the tendon-flexing forms of touch. Stretch the tendon as  
    described in the How-to.

b. Start by applying pressure slowly until you reach a level that is 
    sensitive but not painful. While maintaining this pressure, gently move   
    your fingers as you would move on a string. The combination shouldn’t  
    be painful, and you can control it by reducing speed and/or pressure.

c. Work with at least three fingers, except on the tendon of the arch,         
    where you use your thumb.

d. While pressing, if the tendon allows, you can move it in order to stretch  
    it. 

e. Change speeds and movement sizes to feel all the possibilities.



  a client or practice partner

  How-to: Forms of touch (p. 11-13)

          5 forms of touch, and a mobile device to watch it on while you train

  (optional)   

Practice the five forms of touch for 2 minutes each , varying the speed:     

   Left foot:

   a. Flexing tendons – Achilles

   b. Flexing tendons – arch

   c. Flexing tendons - top of the foot

   d. Twisting the instep

   e. General touch on the toes

      
   Right foot: 

   Repeat steps a-e.
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TRAINING
Practicing the forms of touchL3

Goal

Basic requirements

Time

Practice the forms of touch from this lesson and give your client a taste of 
what is possible with Footwork.

 

Instructions

20 minutes

http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-3/#898


forms of touch

Verbal Guidance and Instructions
A systematic way to focus your client’s attention, in order to achieve a state of 
body attention that allows the body to work

You communicate with your client through the language 
of touch; but what you say with words is just as important. 
In every session, these two forms of communication 
support and reinforce each other. Verbal guidance and 
instructions direct your client’s mind to join his body’s 
experience and stay focused there. The more options you 
have when you speak to your client, the better you can 
adapt your teaching to his individual learning style and 
increase the effectiveness of your work.

verbal
guidance
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Practitioner
guides and 
instructs

Practitioner
touches

Client
responds

Client lets
body work

Practitioner
adapts



Reminders

Reminders ensure that your client remembers what he is instructed to do in 
order to tangibly learn the lesson in his body and be able to repeat it at will.

     Remind your client of the instruction as needed.

     Keep your tone instructive.

     Do not scold or rebuke your client if he forgets or cannot manage to follow  
     your instruction.

Examples of reminders:

     Remember to breathe into your chest.
     Don’t forget to breathe. 
     Remember not to listen to the noise in your head.
     Remember that you’re looking for silence.

Feedback

Ask your client what he’s experiencing at a particular moment, either in a 
specific area or in his body as a whole. This gives validity to the experience 
and makes it more real for your client.

     Ask a clear, specific question.

     Refer to a sensation in a specific area.

     Ask your client to respond without moving, opening his eyes or pointing to  
     the area.

Examples of feedback questions:

     How does your left shoulder feel now?
     Is the pain in your knee different now?
     Is it easier to breathe now? 
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HOW-TO
Verbal guidance and instructionsL3



verbal guidance
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HOW-TO
Verbal guidance and instructionsL3

Encouragement 

Encouragement is a way to invite a person to push beyond his normal limits by 
inciting him to invest more energy or attention. 

     It is important when a client finds it hard or even impossible to follow your      
     instructions.

     This is a useful tool to teach a client to let his body work.

Examples of reminders:

     Relax your left shoulder just a bit more…
     See if you can let out more air. Great!
     Can you expand your chest while breathing even more?
     Good! Now just let your body do what it wants.

Don’t over-use instructions and guidance. Allow moments of 
silence so the client can quietly perceive his state of being.

Remember

Confirmation

Confirmation is telling your client he did what he was instructed to do, so he 
knows he managed to do it correctly.

Examples of confirmation:

     Yes! That’s how you do it.
     Very good – you managed to relax your leg even more just now.
     Excellent. Your body is working very well now.
     That’s it, just allow your body to keep working.



Body Attention
The natural state of the body in which it is aware of itself and its surroundings

Body attention – the awareness of a live body in reality, 
attentive to the way it works and functions. To achieve 
this state in a way that gives results, you teach your client 
to develop abilities of breathing, relaxation and silence – 
bridges that lead his attention from the mind to the body. 
While teaching, you form a partnership with your client that 
can deepen this state of attention, stop investing energy 
and effort in fixed patterns and achieve well-being.

body
attention
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body attention

Breathing, relaxation and silence are abilities that support each other.

The teaching happens through the forms of touch you practice, the verbal 
guidance you give and the atmosphere you bring with your body attention.

By continually emphasizing these natural abilities you teach a successful 
combination that leads to well-being.

 



Teaching breathing, relaxation and silence 

Breathing 

To have full use of the body’s ability to breathe as it needs to, adapting to 
different circumstances. To breathe freely and fully: not in one “correct” way, 
but free of breathing patterns. 

     Taught throughout every session

     Necessary in order to achieve body attention; anchors attention in the body

     A source of energy

     Essential for letting the body work

Relaxation

To let go of constant efforts and reach a state where a muscle gets enough 
energy and attention that it can stay relaxed and yet ready for action.

     The opposite of being tense, contracted, nervous and anxious

     The ability to rest, recuperate and rejuvenate

     Taught throughout every session

     Necessary to let the body work 

Silence

To simply be, without explanations, opinions or memories; perceiving without 
reflecting on what is perceived. 

     Will greatly increase your client’s ability to let his body work and rebalance

     Taught throughout any session

     Necessary to be aware that we are bodies and live in a physical reality
 

body attention
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body attention
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HOW-TO
Teaching breathing, relaxation and silenceL3

body attention

Guidelines for different breathing options

     Breathing into different areas: belly, diaphragm, chest, ribs, back, or a 
     specific location like the left side of the chest.

     Breathing fully: breathing in and out to the maximum capacity. 

     Breathing faster or more slowly: changing the usual rhythm. 

     Warning: do not guide your clients to breathe fast for more than 1-2 
     minutes. After a short period of fast breathing, ask them to slow their 
     breathing down.                  

     Breathing continuously: exhaling and immediately inhaling, without pause. 

     Exhaling fully: emptying all the air.

     Breathing without using muscle effort to expand: not pushing.  

Guidelines for relaxation

     Do not expect your client to learn to do it all at once.

     Teach it step by step.

     Draw the client’s attention to an area and how it feels in order to relax it.

     For areas that are difficult to relax, instruct him to relax adjacent areas 
     above and below.              

Guidelines for silence

     Teach it continuously.

     Direct the client to his experience of

 being a body
 how his body feels the table 
 the atmosphere in the room
 the physical experience of body work 

          Before teaching each of these lessons, take the time to breathe, relax  
       and be silent yourself, with attention to your body.

Tip:



a client or practice partner for whom you have a complete map of efforts, 
a condition description and one prominent condition to focus on

table of forms of touch to choose from (p. 14-15) 

        teaching breathing 

body attention  
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TRAINING
Teaching breathingL3

body attention

Note: These exercises are for training purposes only, and should not be 
thought of as typical sessions.

a. Choose six forms of touch. Make sure you cover most of the foot. Choose     
    forms other than Locking and Working on a point.

b. Choose a foot. Do each of the six forms of touch for 1 minute.

c. Choose four imbalanced points that stood out while you mapped the feet,  
    do Locking and Working on a point for 1 minute on each point.

d. Repeat on the other foot. When Locking and Working on a point, choose      
    points relevant to that foot. You should spend 10 minutes on each foot.

e. During the session, continuously give instructions for breathing; if the 
    location fits, choose forms of touch directly connected to breathing. 

f. You can give instructions for paying attention to an area, but the main 
    focus should be on breathing. 

g. After the session, ask your client about his condition, and how it is now to    
    breathe.

Make sure your client doesn’t breathe very fast continuously and for a long 
time. Fast breathing can lead to hyper-ventilation and you cannot teach
people to breathe well by breathing fast. 

Goal

Basic requirements

Time

Become aware of what breathing does, while working on the feet and 
focusing on the conditions that your client chose.

 

Instructions

20 minutes

http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-3/#2066


a client or practice partner for whom you have a complete map of efforts, 
a condition description and one prominent condition to focus on

table of forms of touch to choose from (p. 14-15) 

       teaching relaxation
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TRAINING
Teaching relaxationL3

body attention

a. Choose six movement forms of touch; try to cover the whole foot. 

b. Choose a foot. Do each of the six forms of touch for 1 minute. 

c. Choose four imbalanced points that stood out while mapping the feet; do    
    Locking and Working on a point for 1 minute on each point. 

d. Repeat on the other foot. When Locking and Working on a point, choose      
    points relevant to that foot. You should spend 10 minutes on each foot.

e. During the session, continuously give instructions for relaxing and paying   
    attention.

f.  After the session, ask your client about his condition, and about his state  
    of relaxation. 

Goal

Basic requirements

Time

Become aware of what relaxing does, while working on the feet and
focusing on the conditions that your client chose.

 

Instructions

20 minutes

http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-3/#2734


a client or practice partner for whom you have a complete map of efforts, 
a condition description and one prominent condition to focus on

table of forms of touch to choose from (p. 14-15) 

        teaching silence 

body attention  
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TRAINING
Teaching silenceL3

body attention

a. 
 

b.  

c. 

 
  
d.

e.

f.

Goal

Basic requirements

Time

Become aware of what silence does, while working on the feet and           
focusing on the conditions that your client chose.

 

Instructions

20 minutes

Choose six forms of touch. Make sure that two of them at least are on 
the toes. Choose forms other than Locking and Working on a point.

Choose a foot. Do each of the six forms of touch for 1 minute. 

Choose four imbalanced points that stood out when you mapped the
feet; at least two of them in the toes; do Locking and Working on a point 
for 1 minute on each point. 

Repeat on the other foot. When Locking and Working on a point, choose 
points relevant to that foot. You should spend 10 minutes on each foot. 

During the session, continuously give instructions for silence and paying 
attention to the chosen area. 

After the session, ask your client about his condition, and about his state 
of silence. 

http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-3/#3193
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body attention

Letting the body work
Allowing a body the freedom to experience and produce a variety of 
sensations, movements and other phenomena as it breaks free of patterns

Letting the body work is the purpose of the Footwork 
technique. Adapting your work to each client, through 
touch in specific areas and relevant verbal guidance, 
allows the body to focus its work on what it needs most 
in order to heal. This is what will allow chronic conditions 
to improve.

letting the 
body  work

Client learns to 
breathe, relax 
and be silent.

Body gains the energy 
that is released from 
where it was held.

Body “works,” 
or sends the 

energy to 
where it’s
 needed.

Some experiences of letting the body work are visible to the practitioner 
(coughing, sweating etc.), and some are just felt by the client (flows,
 changes in temperature etc.).

Letting the body work can include:

   controlled movements (stretching, finding a better position, itching etc.)

   uncontrolled movements (shivering, twitching, peristalsis etc.)
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TRAINING
Using what you’ve learned so farL3

body attention

a. 

b.  

c. 

d.

e.

f.

Goals

Basic requirements

Time

 Integrate teaching breathing, relaxation and silence with touch, adapted
 to your client so his body can start to work.

 Make the tools familiar and easy to use.

 

Instructions

45 minutes

a client or practice partner for whom you have a complete map of efforts, 
a condition description and one prominent condition to focus on

table of forms of touch to choose from (p. 14-15) 

Choose forms of touch that fit the imbalanced areas you want to work on. 

Choose at least eight points in each foot in those areas.

Give a full session using the forms of touch on the eight points.

During the session, give verbal guidance and instructions for breathing, 
silence and relaxation, focusing on the chosen areas. 

Be aware of your own body attention and level of silence as you work.

After the session, get feedback about your client’s experience. 

It is recommended to practice this exercise with several people, since each 
client will give you the possibility to work on different areas, with different 
forms of touch and different instructions. 

body attention



Optimizing Results
Practical tips and exercises to obtain long-lasting results from your sessions
 

As a practitioner, the more you move your attention to 
your body, the more you facilitate the experience of 
teaching body to body, which is where real learning that 
leads to long lasting results occurs. Both you and your 
client invest in the experience and come out of a session 
more vital and full of energy.

practitioner’s 
body 

attention
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TRAINING
Practitioner’s body attentionL3

Instructions

Goals

  to recognize and go beyond your habitual breathing limits, to breathe as  
  fully as you can

  to learn to fully empty your lungs and fill them with air

  to gain energy through breathing

  to feel your whole body by breathing to different parts of your lungs

Follow along with the exercise for enhancing and deepening body attention 
as a practitioner.

Exercise: Breathing

Breathing is an act that is rich with possibilities. This exercise will show you a 
few of them. 

Note: Make sure you inhale and exhale fully.
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Condition Description form

1. Location of condition: 

    Description:

2. Location of condition: 

    Description: 

3. Location of condition: 

    Description: 

       

       

       Conditions to focus on:   
             
       1. 

       2.       
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